over the last two years many u s policymakers members of congress and their european counterparts have struggled with how best to respond to the wide range of challenges posed by the popular uprisings and political upheaval in many countries in the middle east and north africa menu almost immediately after the onset of the so called arab spring in early 2011 u s and european leaders alike declared their intention to put greater emphasis than in the past on democratic reform and economic development in formulating their respective policies toward countries such as egypt tunisia jordan and morocco this book provides a broad overview of european and u s responses to the changes in six menu countries egypt tunisia jordan morocco libya and syria part i of this report discusses the short and medium term growth prospects for countries in the middle east and north africa menu the region is expected to grow at a subdued rate of 0 6 percent in 2019 rising to 2 6 percent in 2020 and 2 9 percent in 2021 the growth forecast for 2019 is revised down by 0 8 percentage points from the april 2019 projection menu s economic outlook is subject to substantial downside risks most notably intensified global economic headwinds and rising geopolitical tensions part ii argues that promoting fair competition is key for menu countries to complete the transition from an administered to a market economy part ii examines current competition policies in menu countries and to promote fair competition calls for strengthening competition law and enforcement agencies it also calls for corporatizing state owned enterprises promoting the private sector and creating a level playing field between them any moves to reform menu economies would be aided by professional management of public assets which could tap into a new source of national wealth the countries of west asia and north africa wana have long had the challenge of providing sustainable livelihoods for their populations in the fragile ecosystems of semi arid and arid areas climate change is already a reality in wana and it places additional constraints on the already fragile ecosystems of dry areas and limited natural resources in wana a comprehensive and integrated approach to planning and implementing the climate change adaptation strategies across the wide range of agro ecosystems in different countries in wana could help both the planners and the local communities to deal effectively with the projected impacts and also contribute to overall sustainability of agricultural production systems this book addresses the important issue of climate change and food security in west asia and north africa and presents the appropriate strategies which could help in the development of new policies to better adapt agriculture production systems and enhance food security in wana since the 9 11 attacks america s understanding of al qaeda has evolved along with the organization itself in recent years attention to al qaeda s so called affiliates in iraq yemen somalia and most recently syria has overtaken concern about al qaeda s core in pakistan the north african terrorist organization al qaeda in the islamic maghreb aqim is one such affiliate many americans first became familiar with aqim when media reports linked it loosely to the attacks on the u s diplomatic compounds in benghazi libya on 9 11 12 that killed u s ambassador to libya chris stevens the horrific hostage crisis at an algerian gas facility in january 2013 which was far more closely linked to the group further increased concern about the threat it posed and played into anxieties about what many viewed as a resurgent al qaeda threat this assessment of the threat from aqim is based on an analysis of available open source documentation the authors find that although aqim is a serious regional problem its similarity to the al qaeda of osama bin laden should not be exaggerated as aqim does not currently seem bent on global jihad in most situations the wisest policy responses to the aqim threat will focus on supporting local actors and u s allies in europe explores the relation between histories of violence and their contemporary commemoration while very diverse in many respects the middle east and north africa menu countries nevertheless also share some common characteristics including a number of important shared challenges for policymakers the middle east and north african menu region has great potential for economic growth and prosperity in the 21st century yet this potential will not be realized unless governments and private sector leaders in the region forge partnerships for development an indispensable resource for all those working within the international development community especially within the middle east and north african menu region trade policy developments in the middle east and north african menu region offers policy and institutional alternatives to help both parties achieve these goals this volume describes and analyzes recent trade policy developments in the middle east and north african menu region contributes almost all economists from the region review recent trends in trade performance assess current trade and investment regimes and discuss some of the emerging microeconomic policy challenges that confront governments and firms seeking to export and trade topics addressed include the need and scope for using regional integration and economic free zones as a tool of development mobilization of non trade tax bases efficient enforcement of product standards to ensure health and safety of citizens and implementation of modern information technologies to facilitate customs clearance this book is the second in a series from the mediterranean development forum a partnership of 10 middle east and north african menu region think tanks and the world bank institute this volume will be of interest to development specialists policymakers and investors now in its 50th edition this title continues to provide the most up to date geo political and economic information for this important menu area covers the middle east and north african menu region offers quick access to a wide range of data accurately and impartially records the latest political and economic developments provides comprehensive data on all major organizations in the region general survey introductory essays covering topics relating to the region as a whole including
arab israeli relations 1967-2003 the jerusalem issue documents on palestine the removal of saddam hussain and the deconstruction of iraq natural gas in the middle east and north africa oil in the middle east and north africa and islamic banking and finance country surveys individual chapters on each country containing articles on geography recent history and economy an economic and demographic survey using all the latest available statistics on population agriculture industry finance trade transport tourism and education directory sections with names addresses and contact numbers covering the constitution government legislature judiciary political organizations diplomatic representation religious groups the media finance trade and industry including petroleum and tourism regional information includes all major international organizations active in the region their aims activities publications and principal personnel research institutes specializing in the region bibliographies of books and periodicals covering the middle east and north africa since the end of the cold war the worldview is that the united states is presently the only superpower the expectation within the department of defense dod and the world’s other military institutions is that this status will exist for the next twenty years or until the year 2020 even as the world’s only superpower the united states military has adopted a formal approach to joint and coalition warfare as the methodology to fight future military conflicts this is for two reasons the first reason is to gain world and national political consensus and legitimacy for any operation requiring the use of u.s. military forces the second reason is even the military resources of the united states are limited and we must conduct military operations as part of a joint coalition force in order to reach our and the coalition’s political endstate this monograph asks the question can tactical victories guarantee the accomplishment of the coalition’s operational aim this monograph will use the example of the german afrika korps in north africa to answer this question the purpose of the monograph is to show the outcome when a more militarily capable member of a coalition dictates the conduct of military operations this consideration is relevant to the united states army due to our superpower status and our military capabilities relative to the rest of the world’s military organizations the monograph will show that rommel’s reliance on the tactical level of war and his lack of an operational understanding of what he was attempting to accomplish lead to their defeat in north africa rommel conducted tactical operations because he was not trained for or capable of conducting operational art because of this he failed to support the strategic and operational aims of the political and military leadership he lacked the cognitive creativity and therefore the tension to support his government the economic history of the middle east and north africa is quite extraordinary this is an axiomatic statement but the very nature of the economic changes that have stemmed directly from the effects of oil resources in these areas has tended to obscure long-term patterns of economic change and the fundamental transformation of middle eastern and north african economies and societies over the past two hundred years in this study professor isawi examines and explains the development of these economies since 1800 focusing particularly on the challenge posed by the use and subsequent decline of western economic and political domination and the middle eastern response to it the book begins with an analysis of the effects of foreign intervention in the area the expansion of trade the development of transport networks the influx of foreign capital and resulting integration into international commercial and financial networks it goes on to examine the local response to these external forces migration within to and from the region population growth urbanization and changes in living standards shifts in agricultural production and land tenure and the development of an industrial sector professor isawi discusses the crucial effects of the growth of oil and oil related industries in a separate chapter and finally assesses the likely gains and losses in this long period for both the countries in the area and the western powers he has drawn on long experience and an immense amount of material in surveying the period and provides a clear and penetrating survey of an extraordinarily complex area this book looks with hindsight at the arab spring and sheds light on the debates it triggered within north african societies and the alarming developments in women’s rights although women played a key role in the success of the uprisings that wiped out long ruling oligarchies across the region they remain excluded from decision making circles and the formal political and electoral apparatus women’s rights are written off constitution drafts and issues of gender equality are hardly addressed the chapters that compose this volume present research and reflections from different perspectives to help the reader get a better picture of the profound turmoil that beset this part of the so called arab world adopting an interdisciplinary perspective the contributors discuss a host of questions related to women and gender in the arab world and address the broader question of why women’s efforts and momentum during the revolution did not seem to pay off the same way they did for men this book provides an assessment of the situation from the inside it is intended to help the general public as well as the academic world comprehend the significance of what is going on in this key part of the islamic world the official monthly record of united states foreign policy the circle of knowledge is an informative book that was designed in 1917 to be both inspiring and entertaining the book represents the modern progressive spirit which fits that time in its forms of expression and its editorship the purpose of this work is to answer the why who what when where how of the wide majority of curious minds both young and adult and encourage them to raise further questions special measures were taken in creating this work to isolate essentials from non essentials to differentiate human interest subjects of universal significance from those of little concern to deliver living truths instead of dead vocabulary and finally to bring the whole within the knowledge of the intermediate reader without regard to age in an acceptable and exciting form the use of visual outlines and tables maps drawings and diagrams the illustrated works of great painters sculptors and architects all are used to give the reader the valuable and cultural knowledge of past and present offering a comprehensive analysis of the development of economies in the middle east and north africa over the past half century this book charts the progress of these countries through an examination of an islamic
model of economic development reform processes and economic integration far from being a simple process economic development in the middle east and north africa is dependent on the interaction of a set of changing systems including international relations the political regime economy and society by analysing these interdependent factors the economic development process in mena seeks to provide answers to the most pressing issues facing the economies in this area providing an interpretation of regional development in light of dialectics between state and society this book will be of value to students and scholars with an interest in the middle east economics and international relations this second volume delves into the intricate dynamics that surrounded the use of scripture by north african christians from the late fourth to the mid seventh century ce it focuses on the multivalent ways in which scripture was incorporated into the fabric of ecclesial existence and theological reflection as well as on scripture s role in informing and supporting these christians decision making processes this volume also highlights the intricate theological and philosophical deliberations that were carried out between and among influential north african christian leaders and scholars in diverse cultural and geopolitical settings while paying attention to the complex manner in which these scripture laden discourses intersected the wide variety of religious opinions and ecclesiastical and or theological movements that so clearly marked this region in this era this book addresses some of the challenges posed by the globalization of higher education it examines the emergence and resulting challenges of english as lingua franca elf and of the decision to use english as the medium of instruction emi as part of a strategic policy of internationalization it looks at survival challenges caused by globalization and expansion the diversity challenge the concept of marginality and how marginality can lead to creativity teaching and encouraging entrepreneurship the tools needed for internationalizing higher education in developing countries innovative approaches the intelligent use of technology and finally the value of non constraint engagement in driving teaching and course quality improvements the expansion of higher education and the increasingly international body of students and staff continue to inspire and drive the development of global higher education systems whilst these systems began locally many are now engaging with the challenges of retaining their local flavour whilst embracing the march of globalisation the challenge is to find local solutions that also meet the requirements of the rapid development of what might be termed the massification of international higher education this book reflects these contemporary challenges through its variety of topics taken from countries as diverse as hong kong panama south africa usa and saudi arabia the topics are as diverse as some of the local solutions but each chapter represents a response to a rapidly changing global landscape heritage under pressure examines the relationship between the political perspective of the uk government on soft power and the globalising effect of projects carried out by archaeologists and heritage professionals working in the historic environment it exemplifies the nature of professional engagement and the role of the profession in working towards a theory of practice based on the integrity of data the recovery and communication of information and the application of data in real world situations individual papers raise complex and challenging issues such as commemoration identity and political intervention a further aim of the volume is to illustrate the role of professionals adhering to standards forged in the uk in the context of world heritage under pressure papers also contribute to the emerging agenda developing as a result of the re orientation of the uk following the brexit vote at once emphasising the global aspiration of the uk s professional archaeological body the chartered institute for archaeologists in relation to the global reach of uk academic practice by implication the volume also addresses the relationship between professional practice and academic endeavour the volume as a whole contributes to the emerging debate on the authorised heritage discourse and provides an agenda for the future of the profession a collection of essays designed to explore the nature and causes of misconceived and often misguided western attitudes towards the people and institutions of north africa over a period of roughly one and a half centuries throughout their essays the contributors highlight the double standards of previous western authors about the maghrib noting their emphasis on north african superstitions and cruelties and their failure to compare them with those practiced in the european world political research in the middle east and north africa focuses specifically on doing research in one of the most important regions in contemporary world politics it is also one of the most difficult areas to do research in given the current high levels of violence political instability and authoritarianism that plague the region gathering together a large and diverse group of researchers who study the region janine clark and francesco cavatorta s volume will serve as a foundational methods guide for young academics on how to conceive and carry out their research projects at the same time the topics in the book provide a useful refresher to more established scholars so that their methodological training and ethical considerations keep pace with novel approaches and changing obstacles in the field what makes this volume especially useful is its focus on methodological lessons learned from the contributors first hand experiences each chapter deals with the challenges of implementing qualitative and quantitative methods in the field the real life obstacles encountered and the possible solutions to overcoming them it will therefore be an invaluable companion book to more standard methods books which focus on the how to of methods but are often devoid of any real discussion of the challenges of on the ground fieldwork publisher s summary the middle east and north africa mena region has been facing considerable economic challenges left behind by the industrial revolution overly dependent on oil resources and on the fringes of the globalization process a number of mena countries have embarked on structural reforms to overcome economic stagnation mounting unemployment and increasing poverty at the same time there is growing awareness worldwide that the knowledge revolution offers new opportunities for growth resulting from the availability of information and communication technologies and from the advent of a new form of global economic development rooted in the concept of the knowledge economy which is based
on the creation acquisition distribution and use of knowledge this book developed from papers prepared for a world bank sponsored conference assesses the challenges confronting the region’s countries and analyzes their readiness for the knowledge economy based on a set of indicators it provides quantitative analysis to help benchmark the countries against worldwide knowledge economy trends identifies key implementation issues and presents relevant policy experiences the basic policy elements that underpin a strategy to prepare for a knowledge based economy are discussed including the renovation of education systems the creation of a climate conducive to innovation and the development of an efficient telecommunications infrastructure as the foundation of a new era the formulation of national visions and strategies is also discussed examples from the region and other parts of the world illustrate the chapters a set of data that makes it possible to benchmark and position countries readiness for the knowledge economy is presented in an appendix this book examines the changing dynamics of stabilisation efforts in the middle east and north africa written by recognised scholars and practitioners in the field this volume provides a rich overview of the broader spectrum of stabilisation the topics range from a comprehensive set of lessons learned in afghanistan and iraq to transitional justice and reconciliation efforts in tunisia and international attempts to protect the region’s cultural heritage ultimately this edited collection presents a comprehensive look at the attempts to increase stability in the middle east and north african region this edited collection presents a comprehensive look at the attempts to increase stability in the middle east and north african region this book presents a state of the art in the developing field of social policy in the middle east and north africa the mena region it offers an up to date conceptual analysis of social policy programmes and discourses quadrant helix on technological innovation explores the relationships and inter dependencies between innovation political regimes and economic and social development throughout the middle east and north africa this region this book presents a state of the art in the developing field of social policy in the middle east and north african region it offers an up to date conceptual analysis of social policy programmes and discourses the afrika korps in north africa to answer this question the purpose of the monograph is to show the outcome when a more militarily capable member of a coalition dictates the conduct of military operations this consideration is relevant to the us army due to our superpower status and our military capabilities relative to the rest of the world’s military organizations the monograph will show that rommel s reliance on the military has adopted a formal approach to joint and coalition warfare as the methodology to fight future military conflicts this is for two reasons the first reason is to gain world and national political consensus and legitimacy for any operation requiring the use of us military forces the second reason is even the military resources of the us are limited and we must conduct military operations as part of a joint coalition force in order to reach our and the coalition’s political endstate this monograph asks the question such tactical victories guarantee the accomplishment of the coalition’s operational aim this monograph will use the example of the afrika korps in north africa to answer this question the purpose of the monograph is to show the outcome when a more militarily capable member of a coalition dictates the conduct of military operations this consideration is relevant to the us army due to our superpower status and our military capabilities relative to the rest of the world’s military organizations the monograph will show that rommel’s reliance on the tactical level of war and his lack of an operational understanding of what he was attempting to accomplish lead to their defeat in north africa rommel’s opportunism led to many victories on the battlefield but ultimately had an adverse effect on the axis war effort entrepreneurial rise in the middle east and north africa the influence of his government rommel’s opportunism led to many victories on the battlefield but ultimately had an adverse effect on the axis war effort his lack of an operational understanding of what he was attempting to accomplish lead to their defeat in north africa rommel’s opportunism led to many victories on the battlefield but ultimately had an adverse effect on the axis war effort
change that has occurred in north africa since the arab spring it includes a number of contributions which address the issue of democracy and cultural identity the book points to the fact that north africa needs a workable paradigm for political order which answers to the economic social and cultural challenges and peculiarities of african society in an increasingly globalizing world this will require that we eschew a one size fits all approach the book which targets students academia and civil society argues that north africa s solutions must be defined and advised by policies which reflect the cultural realities of the society they are intended to serve the first comprehensive field guide to every bird species in europe north africa and the middle east birds of europe north africa and the middle east is the first comprehensive pocket sized photographic field guide to every bird species in europe this includes winter visitors and common migrants but also all rarities to the region even if they have been recorded only once the guide also covers hypothetical species those that have a good chance of being recorded due to such factors as range expansion and changing weather patterns the book s 2 200 stunning color photographs mean that every species is pictured making field identification quick and easy succinct text covers key identification features voice habitat and distribution and distribution maps are provided for regular breeding species particular attention and details are given to help differentiate similar looking species lavishly illustrated up to date and wide ranging birds of europe north africa and the middle east is an essential field guide for every naturalist and birder first comprehensive field guide to all species recorded in europe resident winter visitor common migrant and rarity 860 species covered using 2 200 photographs includes every species from north africa and the middle east to have occurred in europe the dramatic changes that have taken place both in global society and in the church have implications for how the church does missions in the twenty first century these trends include the rise of postmodernism the spiritual decline in the west and the advance of the gospel in the rest of the world and the impact of technology on society and missions the changing face of world missions is for the mission minded church leader or lay person who wants to understand these trends each chapter identifies and evaluates a trend examines it in light of scripture and proposes a practical response important terms are defined and sidebars help readers think through the issues on their own a reference volume on the geology of north africa this volume deals with egypt libya algeria tunisia and morocco in great detail the geology tectonic elements the geology of the pan african shield the phanerozoic geological evolution and most of the lithostratigraphic units of the five countries are described moreover the petroleum geology and petroleum systems are discussed as well as the history of geological exploration with the incentive to provide a reference to the geology of north africa that can be used both by professionals and students this review work provides a large amount of data based on more than 2500 references written in a clear straight forward and structured style and with many schematic maps it allows the reader to easily search a topic and find further information with help of the extensive bibliography this volume is intended for senior undergraduate and graduate students professional geologists and geophysicists who are working in north africa and the middle east it is ideally suited for any professional who is looking for a quick round up reference on the geology of north africa it is an expanded and revised version of the geology of egypt and libya by the same author balkema 2001 over the past decade four major developments in global economic integration have shaped trade policy and the economic performance of countries within the middle east and north africa region the emergence of global supply chains the growth of trade in services the rise of china and india as major international trading powers and regional integration these developments along with the labor and natural resource endowments of particular countries some are resource poor but labor abundant some resource rich and labor abundant and some resource rich and labor importing have influenced export diversification outcomes across the region yet these countries may not be taking full advantage of all of the opportunities the four new trends offer to them trade competitiveness of the middle east and north africa policies for export diversification examines the region s trade policy agendas and their results by focusing on the countries response to these four key developments in international trade as the region recovers from the global financial and economic crises the book identifies reforms that could allow countries to further strengthen global production networks benefit more from trade in services better compete in external markets to face the rise of china and india and reach the full potential of regional integration if thoroughly implemented especially by oil exporters all of these reforms could help boost growth and job creation in the region this book provides an excellent handbook to the islamic movements in morocco tunisia algeria and libya and fills a major gap in the scholarship on islam and the arab west celebrating the work of keith mclachlan a well known and much admired geographer of the middle east and north africa this book combines three interrelated topics that define the region the middle east has been integral to the growth of the global oil industry an aspect of its evolution since 1908 which has had profound geopolitical implications as well the territory was also the arena for the last european experiment in colonialism a development that has left its legacy even today and historically it has been the location of the great hydraulic civilisations of egypt and mesopotamia yet is still dependent on the flow of its two major river systems the nile and the tigris euphrates in an era of impending climate crisis these themes form the essence of themes that are discussed in the chapters that follow keith mclachlan played a significant role in our understanding of these themes and of their effects in the contemporary world as the comments of those who worked with him and have contributed towards this book reveal examining agriculture oil and state building this volume offers an insight into how the contemporary middle east was constructed after the collapse of the ottoman empire it is a key resource for scholars and students interested in geopolitics and the geography of the middle east spread between two continents but sharing many of the same geographic challenges the peoples and cultures of southwest asia and north africa are both similar and different in
striking ways this region which includes Morocco Libya and Egypt is also known as the Middle East it has given birth to ancient civilizations unique legends and some of the modern world’s most distinct traditions and practices as this informative narrative takes readers on a cultural journey full color images will help them put faces to the people places and history featured within
The Middle East and North Africa 2013 over the last two years many u s policymakers members of congress and their european counterparts have struggled with how best to respond to the wide range of challenges posed by the popular uprisings and political upheaval in many countries in the middle east and north africa mena almost immediately after the onset of the so called arab spring in early 2011 u s and european leaders alike declared their intention to put greater emphasis than in the past on democratic reform and economic development in formulating their respective policies toward countries such as egypt tunisia jordan and morocco this book provides a broad overview of european and u s responses to the changes in six mena countries egypt tunisia jordan morocco libya and syria

Where Missing Data Hurts the Most 2020-04-07 part i of this report discusses the short and medium term growth prospects for countries in the middle east and north africa mena the region is expected to grow at a subdued rate of 0 6 percent in 2019 rising to 2 6 percent in 2020 and 2 9 percent in 2021 the growth forecast for 2019 is revised down by 0 8 percentage points from the april 2019 projection mena s economic outlook is subject to substantial downside risks most notably intensified global economic headwinds and rising geopolitical tensions part ii argues that promoting fair competition is key for mena countries to complete the transition from an administered to a market economy part ii first examines current competition policies in mena countries and to promote fair competition calls for strengthening competition law and enforcement agencies it also calls for corporatizing state owned enterprises promoting the private sector and creating a level playing field between them any moves to reform mena economies would be aided by professional management of public assets which could tap into a new source of national wealth

Climate Change and Food Security in West Asia and North Africa 2013-07-30 the countries of west asia and north africa wana have long had the challenge of providing sustainable livelihoods for their populations in the fragile ecosystems of semi arid and arid areas climate change is already a reality in wana and it places additional constraints on the already fragile ecosystems of dry areas and limited natural resources in wana a comprehensive and integrated approach to planning and implementing the climate change adaptation strategies across the wide range of agro ecosystems in different countries in wana could help both the planners and the local communities to deal effectively with the projected impacts and also contribute to overall sustainability of agricultural production systems this book addresses the important issue of climate change and food security in west asia and north africa and presents the appropriate strategies which could help in the development of new policies to better adapt agriculture production systems and enhance food security in wana

North Africa's Menace 2013 since the 9 11 attacks america s understanding of al qaeda has evolved along with the organization itself in recent years attention to al qaeda s so called affiliates in iraq yemen somalia and most recently syria has overtaken concern about al qaeda s core in pakistan the north african terrorist organization al qaeda in the islamic maghreb aqim is one such affiliate many americans first became familiar with aqim when media reports linked it loosely to the attacks on the u s diplomatic compounds in benghazi libya on 9 11 12 that killed u s ambassador to libya chris stevens the horrific hostage crisis at an algerian gas facility in january 2013 which was far more closely linked to the group further increased concern about the threat it posed and played into anxieties about what many viewed as a resurgent al qaeda threat this assessment of the threat from aqim is based on an analysis of available open source documentation the authors find that although aqim is a serious regional problem its similarity to the al qaeda of osama bin laden should not be exaggerated as aqim does not currently seem bent on global jihad in most situations the wisest policy responses to the aqim threat will focus on supporting local actors and u s allies in europe

U.S. Response to Communism in the Middle East and North Africa 1968 explores the relation between histories of violence and their contemporary commemoration

Memory and Violence in the Middle East and North Africa 2006-03-14 while very diverse in many respects the middle east and north africa mena countries nevertheless also share some common characteristics including a number of important shared challenges for policymakers the middle east and north africa region has great potential for economic growth and prosperity in the 21st century yet this potential will not be realized unless governments and private sector leaders in the region forge partnerships for development an indispensable resource for all those working within the international development community especially within the middle east and north africa region trade policy developments in the middle east and north africa offers policy and institutional alternatives to help both parties achieve that goal this volume describes and analyzes recent trade policy developments in the middle east and north africa contributors almost all economists from the region review recent trends in trade performance assess current trade and investment regimes and discuss some of the emerging microeconomic policy challenges that confront governments and firms seeking to export and trade topics addressed include the need and scope for using regional integration and economic free zones as a tool of development mobilization of non trade tax bases efficient enforcement of product standards to ensure health and safety of citizens and implementation of modern information technologies to facilitate customs clearance this book is the second in a series from the mediterranean development forum a partnership of 10 middle east and north africa region think tanks and the world bank institute this volume will be of interest to development specialists policymakers and investors

North Africa 1891 now in its 50th edition this title continues to provide the most up to date geo political and economic information for this important world area covers the middle east and north africa from algeria to
yemen offers quick access to a wide range of data accurately and impartially records the latest political and economic developments provides comprehensive data on all major organizations in the region general
survey introductory essays covering topics relating to the region as a whole including arab israeli relations 1967 2003 the jerusalem issue documents on palestine the removal of saddam hussein and the
deconstruction of iraq natural gas in the middle east and north africa oil in the middle east and north africa and islamic banking and finance country surveys individual chapters on each country containing articles on
geography recent history and economy an economic and demographic survey using all the latest available statistics on population agriculture industry finance trade transport tourism and education directory sections
with names addresses and contact numbers covering the constitution government legislature judiciary political organizations diplomatic representation religious groups the media finance trade and industry
including petroleum and tourism regional information includes all major international organizations active in the region their aims activities publications and principal personnel research institutes specializing in the
region bibliographies of books and periodicals covering the middle east and north africa
Trade Policy Developments in the Middle East and North Africa 2000-01-01 since the end of the cold war the worldview is that the united states is presently the only superpower the expectation within the
department of defense dod and the world s other military institutions is that this status will exist for the next twenty years or until the year 2020 even as the world s only superpower the united states military has
adopted a formal approach to joint and coalition warfare as the methodology to fight future military conflicts this is for two reasons the first reason is to gain world and national political consensus and legitimacy for
any operation requiring the use of u s military forces the second reason is even the military resources of the united states are limited and we must conduct military operations as part of a joint coalition force in order
to reach our and the coalition s political endstate this monograph asks the question can tactical victories guarantee the accomplishment of the coalition s operational aim this monograph will use the example of the
german afrika korps in north africa to answer this question the purpose of the monograph is to show the outcome when a more militarily capable member of a coalition dictates the conduct of military operations this
consideration is relevant to the united states army due to our superpower status and our military capabilities relative to the rest of the world s military organizations the monograph will show that rommel s reliance
on the tactical level of war and his lack of an operational understanding of what he was attempting to accomplish lead to their defeat in north africa rommel conducted tactical operations because he was not trained
for or capable of conducting operational art because of this he failed to support the strategic and operational aims of the political and military leadership he lacked the cognitive creativity and therefore the tension to
support his government
The Middle East and North Africa 2004 2003-10-30 the economic history of the middle east and north africa is quite extraordinary this is an axiomatic statement but the very nature of the economic changes that
have stemmed directly from the effects of oil resources in these areas has tended to obscure longterm patterns of economic change and the fundamental transformation of middle eastern and north african economies
and societies over the past two hundred years in this study professor issawi examines and explains the development of these economies since 1800 focusing particularly on the challenge posed by the use and
subsequent decline of western economic and political domination and the middle eastern response to it the book begins with an analysis of the effects of foreign intervention in the area the expansion of trade the
development of transport networks the influx of foreign capital and resulting integration into international commercial and financial networks it goes on to examine the local response to these external forces
migration within to and from the region population growth urbanization and changes in living standards shifts in agricultural production and land tenure and the development of an industrial sector professor issawi
discusses the crucial effects of the growth of oil and oil related industries in a separate chapter and finally assesses the likely gains and losses in this long period for both the countries in the area and the western
powers he has drawn on long experience and an immense amount of material in surveying the period and provides a clear and penetrating survey of an extraordinarily complex area
Tactical Victory Leading to Operational Failure: Rommel in North Africa 2001 this book looks with hindsight at the arab spring and sheds light on the debates it triggered within north african societies and the
alarming developments in women s rights although women played a key role in the success of the uprisings that wiped out long ruling oligarchies across the region they remain excluded from decision making
circles and the formal political and electoral apparatus women s rights are written off constitution drafts and issues of gender equality are hardly addressed the chapters that compose this volume present research and
reflections from different perspectives to help the reader get a better picture of the profound turmoil that beset this part of the so called arab world adopting an interdisciplinary perspective the contributors discuss a
host of questions related to women and gender in the arab world and address the broader question of why women s efforts and momentum during the revolution did not seem to pay off the same way they did for men this book provides an assessment of the situation from the inside it is intended to help the general public as well as the academic world comprehend the significance of what is going on in this key part of the
islamic world
Translations on Near East and North Africa 1979 the official monthly record of united states foreign policy
**An Economic History of the Middle East and North Africa** 2013-10-16

The circle of knowledge is an informative book that was designed in 1917 to be both inspiring and entertaining. The book represents the modern progressive spirit which fits that time in its forms of expression and its editorship. The purpose of this work is to answer the why, what, when, where, how, in the majority of curious minds. Both young and adult, and encourage them to raise further questions. Special measures were taken in creating this work to isolate essentials from non-essentials to differentiate human interest subjects of universal significance from those of little concern to deliver living truths instead of dead vocabulary and finally to bring the whole within the knowledge of the intermediate reader without regard to age in an acceptable and exciting form. The use of visual outlines and tables, maps, drawings and diagrams, the illustrated works of great painters, sculptors, and architects, all are used to give the reader the valuable and cultural knowledge of past and present civilizations.

**Soviet Involvement in the Middle East and the Western Response** 1971

Offering a comprehensive analysis of the development of economies in the Middle East and North Africa over the past half century, this book charts the progress of these countries through an examination of an Islamic model of economic development reform processes and economic integration. Far from being a simple process, economic development in the Middle East and North Africa is dependent on the interaction of a set of changing systems, including international relations, the political regime, economy, and society. The book contributes to the emerging debate on the authorized heritage discourse and provides an agenda for the future of the profession.

**Near East/North Africa Report** 1982

This second volume delves into the intricate dynamics that surrounded the use of scripture by North African Christians from the late fourth to the mid-seventh century CE. It focuses on the multivalent ways in which scripture was incorporated into the fabric of ecclesial existence and theological reflection as well as on scripture's role in informing and supporting these Christians' decision-making processes. This volume also highlights the intricate theological and philosophical deliberations that were carried out between and among influential North African Christian leaders and scholars in diverse cultural and geopolitical settings while paying attention to the complex manner in which these scripture-laden discourses intersected the wide variety of religious opinions, ecclesiastical and theological movements that so clearly marked this region in this era.

**Translations on Near East and North Africa** 1976

This book addresses some of the challenges posed by the globalization of higher education. It examines the emergence and resulting challenges of English as a lingua franca and of the decision to use English as the medium of instruction. As part of a strategic policy of internationalization, it looks at survival challenges caused by globalization and expansion. The diversity challenge is a concept of marginality and how marginality can lead to creativity, teaching, and encouraging entrepreneurialism. The tools needed for internationalizing higher education in developing countries include innovative approaches to the intelligent use of technology and finally the value of non-constraint engagement in driving teaching and course quality improvements. The expansion of higher education and the increasingly international body of students and staff continue to inspire and drive the development of global higher education systems. The book reflects these contemporary challenges through its variety of topics taken from countries as diverse as Hong Kong, Panama, South Africa, USA, and Saudi Arabia. The topics are as diverse as some of the local solutions but each chapter represents a response to a rapidly changing global landscape.

**North African Women after the Arab Spring** 2017-06-21

Heritage under pressure examines the relationship between the political perspective of the UK government on soft power and the globalising effect of projects carried out by archaeologists and heritage professionals working in the historic environment. It exemplifies the nature of professional engagement and the role of the profession in working towards a theory of practice based on the integrity of data, the recovery and communication of information, and the application of data in real-world situations. Individual papers raise complex and challenging issues such as commemoration identity and political intervention. A further aim of the volume is to illustrate the role of professionals adhering to standards forged in the UK in the context of world heritage under pressure. Papers also contribute to the emerging agenda developing as a result of the re-orientation of the UK following the Brexit vote. At once emphasizing the global aspiration of the UK's professional and societal challenges, the volume provides an agenda for the future of the profession.

**The Department of State Bulletin** 1956

A collection of essays designed to explore the nature and causes of misconceived and often misguided Western attitudes towards the people and institutions of North Africa over a period of roughly one and a half centuries. Throughout their essays, the contributors highlight the double standards of previous Western authors about the Maghrib noting their emphasis on North African superstitions and cruelties and their failure to compare them with those practiced in the European world.
The Circle of Knowledge: A Classified, Simplified, Visualized Book of Answers 2022-06-02 political research in the middle east and north africa focuses specifically on doing research in one of the most important regions in contemporary world politics it is also one of the most difficult areas to do research in given the current high levels of violence political instability and authoritarianism that plague the region gathering together a large and diverse group of researchers who study the region janine clark and francesco cavatorta s volume will serve as a foundational methods guide for young academics on how to conceive and carry out their research projects at the same time the topics in the book provide a useful refresher to more established scholars so that their methodological training and ethical considerations keep pace with novel approaches and changing obstacles in the field what makes this volume especially useful is its focus on methodological lessons learned from the contributors first hand experiences each chapter deals with the challenges of implementing qualitative and quantitative methods in the field the real life obstacles encountered and the possible solutions to overcoming them it will therefore be an invaluable companion book to more standard methods books which focus on the how to of methods but are often devoid of any real discussion of the challenges of on the ground fieldwork publisher s summary

The Economic Development Process in the Middle East and North Africa 2013-11-12 the middle east and north africa mena region has been facing considerable economic challenges left behind by the industrial revolution overly dependent on oil resources and on the fringes of the globalization process a number of mena countries have embarked on structural reforms to overcome economic stagnation mounting unemployment and increasing poverty at the same time there is growing awareness worldwide that the knowledge revolution offers new opportunities for growth resulting from the availability of information and communication technologies and from the advent of a new form of global economic development rooted in the concept of the knowledge economy which is based on the creation acquisition distribution and use of knowledge this book developed from papers prepared for a world bank sponsored conference assesses the challenges confronting the regions s countries and analyzes their readiness for the knowledge economy based on a set of indicators it provides quantitative analysis to help benchmark the countries against worldwide knowledge economy trends identifies key implementation issues and presents relevant policy experiences the basic policy elements that underpin a strategy to prepare for a knowledge based economy are discussed including the renovation of education systems the creation of a climate conducive to innovation and the development of an efficient telecommunications infrastructure as the foundation of a new era the formulation of national visions and strategies is also discussed examples from the region and other parts of the world illustrate the chapters a set of data that makes it possible to benchmark and position countries readiness for the knowledge economy is presented in an appendix

The Bible in Christian North Africa 2023-11-06 this book examines the changing dynamics of stabilisation efforts in the middle east and north africa written by recognised scholars and practitioners in the field this volume provides a rich overview of the broader spectrum of stabilisation the topics range from a comprehensive set of lessons learned in afghanistan and iraq to transitional justice and reconciliation efforts in tunisia and international attempts to protect the region s cultural heritage ultimately this edited collection presents a comprehensive look at the attempts to increase stability in the mena region

The Future of Higher Education in the Middle East and Africa 2018-03-26 this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of social work find reliable sources of information by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and journal articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related a reader will discover for instance the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic and the most important publications on various areas of scholarly interest within this topic in social work as in other disciplines researchers at all levels are drowning in potentially useful scholarly information and this guide has been created as a tool for cutting through that material to find the exact source you need this ebook is a static version of an article from oxford bibliographies online social work a dynamic continuously updated online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and other materials relevant to the study and practice of social work oxford bibliographies online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and humanities for more information visit aboutobo com

Heritage Under Pressure – Threats and Solution 2019-09-20 part i of this report discusses the short and medium term growth prospects for countries in the middle east and north africa mena the region is expected to grow at a subdued rate of 0 6 percent in 2019 rising to 2 6 percent in 2020 and 2 9 percent in 2021 the growth forecast for 2019 is revised down by 0 8 percentage points from the april 2019 projection mena s economic outlook is subject to substantial downside risks most notably intensified global economic headwinds and rising geopolitical tensions part ii argues that promoting fair competition is key for mena countries to complete the transition from an administered to a market economy part ii first examines current competition policies in mena countries and to promote fair competition calls for strengthening competition law and enforcement agencies it also calls for corporatizing state owned enterprises promoting the private sector and creating a level playing field between them any moves to reform mena economies would be aided by professional management of public assets which could tap into a new source of national wealth

Through Foreign Eyes 1982 since the end of the cold war the worldview is that the us is presently the only superpower the expectation within the department of defense and the world s other military
Political Science Research in the Middle East and North Africa 2018 entrepreneurial rise in the middle east and north africa the influence of quadruple helix on technological innovation explores the relationships and inter dependencies between innovation political regimes and economic and social development throughout the middle east and north africa region

Knowledge Economies in the Middle East and North Africa 2003-01-01 this book presents a state of the art in the developing field of social policy in the middle east and north africa region it offers an up to date conceptual analysis of social policy programmes and discourses in the mea region by critically reviewing the range of social insurance and social assistance schemes that are currently in existence there it also analyses and offers suggestions on which of these policies can positively impact the region's advancement in terms of human development and in addressing social and economic inequalities and exclusion

Stabilising the Contemporary Middle East and North Africa 2019-08-28 this volume serves to make sense of the political cultural and social change that has occurred in north africa since the arab spring it includes a number of contributions which address the issue of democracy and cultural identity the book points to the fact that north africa needs a workable paradigm for political order which answers to the economic social and cultural challenges and peculiarities of african society in an increasingly globalizing world this will require that we eschew a one size fits all approach the book which targets students academia and civil society argues that north africa solutions must be defined and advised by policies which reflect the cultural realities of the society they are intended to serve

International Social Work and Social Welfare: Middle East and North Africa 2009-12-01 the first comprehensive pocket sized photographic field guide to every bird species in europe north africa and the middle east birds of europe north africa and the middle east is the first comprehensive pocket sized photographic field guide to every bird species in europe this includes winter visitors and common migrants but also all rarities to the region even if they have been recorded only once the guide also covers hypothetical species those that have a good chance of being recorded due to such factors as range expansion and changing weather patterns the book's 2 200 stunning color photographs mean that every species is pictured making field identification quick and easy succinct text covers key identification features voice habitat and distribution and distribution maps are provided for regular breeding species particular attention and details are given to help differentiate similar looking species lavishly illustrated up to date and wide ranging birds of europe north africa and the middle east is an essential field guide for every naturalist and birder first comprehensive field guide to all species recorded in europe resident winter visitor common migrant and rarity 860 species covered using 2 200 photographs includes every species from north africa and the middle east to have occurred in europe

Trading Together 2020-10-06 the dramatic changes that have taken place both in global society and in the church have implications for how the church does missions in the twenty first century these trends include the rise of postmodernism the spiritual decline in the west and the advance of the gospel in the rest of the world and the impact of technology on society and missions the changing face of world missions is for the mission minded church leader or lay person who wants to understand these trends each chapter identifies and evaluates a trend examines it in light of scripture and proposes a practical response important terms are defined and sidebars help readers think through the issues on their own

Tactical Victory Leading To Operational Failure: Rommel In North Africa 2014-08-15 a reference volume on the geology of north africa this volume deals with egypt libya algeria tunisia and morocco in great detail the geology tectonic elements the geology of the pan african shield the phanerozoic geological evolution and most of the lithostratigraphic units of the five countries are described moreover the petroleum geology and petroleum systems are discussed as well as the history of geological exploration with the incentive to provide a reference to the geology of north africa that can be used both by professionals and students this review work provides a large amount of data based on more than 2500 references written in a clear straight forward and structured style and with many schematic maps it allows the reader to easily search a topic
and find further information with help of the extensive bibliography this volume is intended for senior undergraduate and graduate students professional geologists and geophysicists who are working in north africa and the middle east it is ideally suited for any professional who is looking for a quick round up reference on the geology of north africa it is an expanded and revised version of the geology of egypt and libya by the same author balkema 2001

Entrepreneurial Rise in the Middle East and North Africa 2022-03-02 over the past decade four major developments in global economic integration have shaped trade policy and the economic performance of countries within the middle east and north africa region the emergence of global supply chains the growth of trade in services the rise of china and india as major international trading powers and regional integration these developments along with the labor and natural resource endowments of particular countries some are resource poor but labor abundant some resource rich and labor abundant and some resource rich and labor importing have influenced export diversification outcomes across the region yet these countries may not be taking full advantage of all of the opportunities the four new trends offer to them trade competitiveness of the middle east and north africa policies for export diversification examines the region s trade policy agendas and their results by focusing on the countries response to these four key developments in international trade as the region recovers from the global financial and economic crises the book identifies reforms that could allow countries to further strengthen global production networks benefit more from trade in services better compete in external markets to face the rise of china and india and reach the full potential of regional integration if thoroughly implemented especially by oil exporters all of these reforms could help boost growth and job creation in the region

Social Policy in the Middle East and North Africa 2019 this book provides an excellent handbook to the islamic movements in morocco tunisia algeria and libya and fills a major gap in the scholarship on islam and the arab west

Near East/North Africa Report 1981 celebrating the work of keith mclachlan a well known and much admired geographer of the middle east and north africa this book combines three interrelated topics that define the region the middle east has been integral to the growth of the global oil industry an aspect of its evolution since 1908 which has had profound geopolitical implications as well the territory was also the arena for the last european experiment in colonialism a development that has left its legacy even today and historically it has been the location of the great hydraulic civilisations of egypt and mesopotamia yet is still dependent on the flow of its two major river systems the nile and the tigris euphrates in an era of impending climate crisis these themes form the essence of themes that are discussed in the chapters that follow keith mclachlan played a significant role in our understanding of these themes and of their effects in the contemporary world as the comments of those who worked with him and have contributed towards this book reveal examining agriculture oil and state construction this volume offers an insight into how the contemporary middle east was constructed after the collapse of the ottoman empire it is a key resource for scholars and students interested in geopolitics and the geography of the middle east

Democracy, Culture, and Social Change in North Africa 2023-06-22 spread between two continents but sharing many of the same geographic challenges the peoples and cultures of southwest asia and north africa are both similar and different in striking ways this region which includes morocco libya and egypt is also known as the middle east it has given birth to ancient civilizations unique legends and some of the modern world s most distinct traditions and practices as this informative narrative takes readers on a cultural journey full color images will help them put faces to the people places and history featured within

Birds of Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East 2017-03-21

The Changing Face of World Missions (Encountering Mission) 2005-10-01

Geology of North Africa 2011-11-02

Trade Competitiveness of the Middle East and North Africa 2010-07-01

Islamism and Secularism in North Africa 2016-04-30

Geographic Realities in the Middle East and North Africa 2020-10-25

Life and Culture in Southwest Asia and North Africa 2020-12-15